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Just by downloading this e-course you’ve shown that you are ready to take your 
life to the next level. I am excited and honored to be with you on this journey. I know 
that adding the power of the breath to all of the tools and resources that you already 
have is going to propel you forward in your personal and spiritual growth. 
 
We are living in exciting, challenging, potent times that call us to realize our 
authentic selves, and to find new ways of relating with ourselves, with each other, 
with the earth, and with our companion species with whom we share this planet that 
are respectful, kind, sustainable and equitable. We are in the midst of creating new 
ways of being, relating, and working that will bring about a more sustainable and 
equitable world. The journey begins inside. 
 
All healing and growth begins with your self knowledge, your self concept, and 
your relationship with yourself.  From this relationship springs all other relationships. 
Most of us were not taught to know our authentic selves, much less love, accept and 
appreciate ourselves.  We were raised in an emotionally illiterate, and sometimes 
emotionally and/or physically violent culture that did not honor our needs, our 
feelings, and our creativity. Usually instead we were taught to adhere to standards of 
behavior, thought and success generated from the outside.  
 
Fortunately we are living in a time when we are realizing the detrimental 
impacts of this way of being. We’re developing tools for living from the heart, our 
own potent expressions of divine source energy. As we shift to living from the heart 
as our authentic selves, all of our relationships, our institutions, our work, our play, 
and our creations will change as well. This is the grand experiment of our time. 
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Over 15 years ago I discovered Clarity Breathwork®. I was searching for what would 
be next for me as I had left behind a career as an Ivy League professor and a lucrative 
business in network marketing. I wanted to go deeper into my own personal and 
spiritual growth, and I wanted to create a life dedicated to helping others realize their 
full potential.  
 
I had already been exposed to Holotropic Breathwork, which I found very powerful but 
too intense. As soon as I experienced Clarity Breathwork in a workshop on the sacred 
feminine, I was hooked! I felt such a huge shift in my body, my awareness and a clarity in 
my thinking that I knew I wanted more. First I did a series of private sessions, and in the 
midst of those I realized I wanted to train to become a breathworker myself. Over the 
next couple of years I completed all of the trainings, did over 25 individual sessions, and 
volunteered to assist at all of the trainings and workshops that I could.  
 
I began my own private practice, becoming certified in a short period of time. 
Within another year I began teaching along side my friends and mentors. I brought my 
academic skills in curriculum development to the work, helping to uplevel the curriculum 
and written materials. This was a rich period during which the practice grew because all 
of us were evolving through taking additional trainings and our own healing processes.  
 
Although my path eventually diverged from that of my friends and mentors, I continued 
my Clarity Breathwork practice, bringing more and more of my own tools and growing 
expertise into my sessions with clients. A few of these tools include Non-Violent 
Communication (NVC), the teachings of Orin, your Sacred Anatomy, the 5 Personality 
Patterns, Kundalini Yoga pranayama such as breath-of-fire, and Human Design. (The 
blue image in the photo above is my logo for my Human Design work.)  
 
In this e-course I focus primarily on the practice and philosophy of Clarity 
Breathwork as I have lived and evolved it with clients and workshop participants 
since 2004. All breathworkers bring their own flavor to the work, as we each draw upon 
our own rich and diverse backgrounds. The fundamental philosophy that connects us in 
the work is what’s introduced in this course. 
 
Wherever you are on your own journey of exploration, growth, and healing, I salute 
you for taking this next step. Clarity Breathwork® provides you with a simple yet 
profound practice for diving inside and evolving yourself at the deepest level. The 
breathing technique is only part of the practice (and is similar to some other breathwork 
forms). Also I work with someone while they are breathing to process the energy that’s 
arising. This ebook introduces you to how I do that.   
 
Clarity Breathwork’s potency arises from purposefully using the breath to open the 
portal to your inner landscap, and gently moving stagnant energy, unraveling out-
dated beliefs, and releasing stuck emotions from the cells of the body. Developed over 
decades of practice with thousands of clients worldwide, Clarity Breathwork (a 
refinement of Rebirthing), has proven to be enormously beneficial emotionally, 
physically, mentally, energetically and spiritually for assisting you to discover and 
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embody your authentic self.  
 
In this e-book I will walk you through the fundamentals of this healing and 
evolutionary process. Then you’ll get to try it yourself with an introductory guided 
session. If you want support for longer guided sessions, or for private or group work, I’ll 
show you how to register for that as well.  
 
Begin by exploring this ebook and the audios that go with it. As you do, notice how your 
experience changes. I suggest you keep a journal about it so that you can track what 
happens for you, the shifts that occur and the awarenesses that arise.  
 
Please do reach out and share with me about your experience. I always love to hear 
from you.  
 
With love and appreciation, 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Maggie Ostara, PhD 
OstaraExperience.com  
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Key 1: Breathe Fully to Live Fully 
 

Are you tired, foggy, and unfocused more than you want to be? 
 
Most people breathe shallowly. It’s “normal”, 
but it’s far from optimal. Just on the physical 
level, your brain is a huge hog for oxygen. It 
needs oxygen more than any other part of your 
body and begins to die in just a few minutes 
without it.  
 
(It likes a lot of really pure water, too.)   
 
If you aren’t breathing deeply enough or often 
enough, you’ll think and perform with far less 
capacity than you actually have. 
 
All the cells in your body also depend on oxygen for energy and to release 
toxins.  The lymphatic system, which takes away toxins and waste, depends on the 
breath to pump its fluid and thereby cleanse the body. Shallow breathing keeps you 
alive, but it may not be enough to give you vitality, to effectively clean yourself from 
the inside out, or operate the way you were designed to. 
 
Healers, doctors, and spiritual teachers from all different traditions through out 
time recognize the power of the breath to create greater aliveness, health, and a 
sense of well-being. Pranayama, or breathwork, forms one of the 8 limbs of yoga, for 
example, and has been practiced by millions of people over millennia.  
 
If you experience physical comfort, such as backaches or headaches, or chronic 
conditions, such as asthma, chronic fatigue, or fibromyalgia, breathing deeply may help 
bring you relief and healing. In addition, working with your breath can help you with 
your mental clarity, your emotional fluidity, and your inner awareness. 
 
Take a deep breath—Ahhhhh! 
 
Right now, close your eyes and notice how you are breathing.  
 
At first don’t change it, though it will change a little just because you start paying 
attention. Notice how you are breathing, the pacing, the depth, how your body moves, 
how it feels. 
 
Did you know that your breath is the only function in your body that both works 
automatically, and that you can consciously control? Every other physiological 
function works either one way or the other. Pause for a moment of gratitude that your 
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breath just keeps on going, even when you’re not thinking about it. 
 
Now take a deep breath in and ahhhhh, gently let it out without forcing or pushing. Take 
a few more deep breaths and then notice any changes in how you feel.   
 
Deep breathing immediately calms your nervous system, releases tension, and 
brings you into a deeper state of awareness of your body and your emotions.  No 
wonder we say “take a breath!” when there’s an accident or anger present. 
 
Deep breathing also helps to move energy that’s been stagnant or stuck inside for 
awhile. Stagnant energy comes from lots of things – sitting too much and not moving 
enough, suppressed feelings, food your body can’t digest, inner emotional and 

energetic defenses you’ve created possibly 
without even knowing it. The truth is we are 
designed to move a lot everyday, to be outside 
in the fresh air under the sun, and to laugh and 
play as much as we work. And yet we don’t. 
Unfortunately, stagnant energy can lead to 
blocks and knots in your physical body, creating 
discomfort and pain, and even illness over time.   
 
Unattended to, this stuck energy accumulates 

and eventually creates an environment hospitable to disease— just like a swamp 
creates a friendly environment for algae, bacteria, and mosquitoes. Yet when stagnant 
energy moves you’ll often feel a deep sense of letting go. Afterward states of bliss are 
common. 
 
How you breathe is how you experience life. 
 
If you’re like most of us, you breathe pretty shallowly, at far less than your true 
capacity.  Chances are you’re living your life the same way, at far less than your true 
capacity. There are many reasons for shallow breathing, the two main ones being 
trauma, especially the trauma at birth of having the umbilical cord cut too soon, and 
living in highly stressful situations. Our high-paced, technological society creates stress 
in many ways that we ignore yet still affect us deeply.  
 
Fortunately you can work with your breath, and by learning to breathe more fully 
and to continuously connect your breaths, you can change how you experience life. All 
aspects of you are connected—your breath, your physiology, your emotions, your 
thoughts & beliefs, your deeper needs and desires, your energy field, and your Inner 
Being or soul self. 
 
When you effectively work with one, the other aspects shift and your whole being 
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reorganizes itself around the change. 
 
Open your breath, and expand your 
awareness. 
 
Take a few more deep breaths, connecting your 
breaths at the bottom of the exhale and the top of 
the inhale. Again notice your experience.   
 
If you breathe this way even for a few minutes, 
typically you will feel a sense of expansion. You may 
notice that as your energy begins to flow, your 
experience of the room changes, and you may feel 
tingling in your fingers or toes. The one part of this e-
course is a guided 10-minute breathwork session so 
you can see what this is like for yourself. 
 
In addition to the physiological connection between 
breathing and aliveness, there’s also a metaphysical or 
spiritual connection between breathing and aliveness.  
 
Breath is how we take in life force energy, also called prana or chi, literally how 
we take spirit into our bodies. In many languages the word for breath and spirit are 
the same, acknowledging this primary relation. As you bring in more breath, you also 
open the pathway to source energy, to your own higher self or soul, and to your spirit 
guides. Full, connected breathing can be very pleasurable, creating a deep sense of 
oneness and well-being. 
 
Invitation: 20 connected breaths a day. 
 
In this audio e-course you’ll be learning how Clarity Breathwork can help you feel 
more free, more alive, more in command of your experience. You will also be 
introduced to our underlying philosophy, which creates a framework for working and 
going deeper with the breathing technique. You can get started right now, as you have 
been already, exploring how deepening and connecting your breath affects you.  
 
I suggest you begin practicing with 20 connected breaths a day as a way to build 
your breath awareness and to move energy in your body and being. This can help you 
get ready for your day, waking you up by bringing in extra oxygen and life force 
energy. This can help you clear your mind of repetitive thoughts, and troubling 
emotions. These breaths can also help you calm down at the end of a busy day, 
releasing tension and letting go conversations, work, and any relationship challenges 
or worries.  
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Give it a try.  Breathe fully into your heart, all the way to the top of your head, then 
gently and immediately begin your exhale.  At the bottom breathe in right away again, 
breathing all the way up, then letting go without pushing or forcing. 
 
In the next segment of the course you’ll learn more about how breathing can help you 
release unwanted patterns and create more personal freedom. 
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Key 2: Release Unwanted Patterns 
 

Are you experiencing annoying,  
repetitive patterns? 

 
Do you ever find yourself wondering: 

Ø “Why does this same thing keep happening 
to me?” 

Ø “Why do people treat me like this over and 
over again!” 

Ø “I can’t believe I’m feeling the same way 
again. I thought I understood this and had 
resolved it for myself. What am I not 
getting?” 

Ø “How can I really create a lasting shift?” 
 
If you do, and most of us have, then chances are that you are being influenced by 
outdated beliefs lodged deep inside your subconscious.  You – and all of us – 
powerfully co-create your own experience with spirit. If you don’t know why something 
is happening, and especially if it keeps happening to you, then the belief that’s creating 
or attracting it is lodged in your subconscious below the level of your conscious 
awareness.  
 
Such outdated beliefs typically fuse with suppressed emotions, stagnant energy, 
unhealed hurts or traumas, and unmet needs, and lodge inside the cells of your body. 
Some of them may not even be yours, but are inherited from your ancestry or 
something you brought in with you from your soul’s journey through the lifetimes. 
Whatever their origin, these constellations powerfully block the flow of your life force 
energy, like boulders in a stream. 
 
You might feel frustrated that you can’t seem to access these beliefs and the 
constellations of energy they live inside of. Yet know that once you bring that belief 
into your conscious awareness—and Clarity Breathwork helps you do just that—then 
you can choose whether you want to affirm, revise or release that belief.  
 
It really is possible to change patterns and beliefs you’ve had your 
entire life. I’ve done it, and I’ve supported and witnessed many, many 
clients doing this.  
 
Take a moment to notice how you are breathing, if you are breathing.  Sometimes just 
talking about these beliefs and repetitive patterns can activate a stress response, 
leading you to hold your breath. Pause and take a few deep breaths before you 
continue on. We’re diving in deep here. 
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Learning to disconnect. 
 
Our culture constantly invites us to disassociate from ourselves:  to watch TV and 
movies, to eat too much, to drink too much, to follow other people, to get lost on our 
computers and smart phones. We learn to look outside of ourselves for answers and 
purpose, and ignore the wisdom and guidance that lies within.  Schools teach us to 
obey, to take directions, and to perform according to someone else’s standards.   
 
Especially for women, we are punished for resistance, and rewarded for adherence 
to rules and cultural norms. We’re taught that fitting in is key to our safety and 
success. We learn that our needs and desires don’t matter, that we’re not good enough 
or not worthy, that we have to fight and struggle in order to succeed, and that that is 
“just the way it is.” Instead we are supposed to put other people’s needs before our 
own: our kids, our partners, our bosses, our business partners. 
 
These lessons come early and go deep.  By the time you’re an adult you probably 
aren’t even aware of them any more because you’ve filed them away in your 
subconscious. You may be acting them out, or trying to prove they are not true, or 
projecting them onto other people—but in any case, these beliefs are still creating your 
sense of self and your reality.  We all have some version of these limiting beliefs. Do 
you know what yours are?  
 
Take a moment to consider: what do you believe is “just the way it is?” What 
do you believe about yourself, about relationships, or about life that holds you back 
from living life on your own terms, from expressing yourself and feeling fully alive? 
 
Identify then let go of outdated beliefs. 
 
Fortunately it is possible to find relief from, and even release, these 
subconscious, limiting beliefs and the annoying patterns that develop out of them. 
The first step is to become aware of them. To get a clue, take a look at the patterns 
that keep showing up.  
 
Then ask yourself: What would I have to believe in order to create this result?  
Explore the possibilities. Be imaginative. Spiral yourself back into your early life and 
see what this pattern reminds you of. You’re seeking associations rather than logical 
connections, and the path is circuitous rather than linear. 
 
If you want to go deeper, Clarity Breathwork is a very powerful, yet gentle and 
simple, tool for working with outdated, limiting beliefs, and the suppressed emotions 
associated with them. When breathing deeply, continuously, and with intention, your 
body will bring to the surface the limiting beliefs that you are ready to let go.  
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Sometimes the beliefs seem so real, and by giving them your energy you make 
them come true in your life. Because you are a powerful co-creator with life, you may 
attract situations and people who seem to prove that your beliefs are true.  For 
example, one of my clients kept saying “it’s just so hard, life is just so hard.” She was so 
committed to this point of view I knew it was an inner belief, not an accurate statement 
about her experience.  
 
So I asked her: “Would you be willing to believe that life could be easy?” When you’ve 
been breathing you become very open and often more receptive to new ideas than in 
your more routine state. I wanted to plant a seed of another point of view, another 
possibility. I could tell she was a little shocked, but she answered: “I would be willing to 
believe.”  
 
We both knew that at that moment that she didn’t believe it.  She told me later that 
inside a voice had said, “sure, I’m willing, but any joker knows that life is hard!!”  Even 
so, simply being willing enabled her to begin to unravel her attachment to that belief 
and to experience some relief. 
 
Breathing deeply moves energy and creates release. 
 

 
 
Breathing deeply and continuously fills your body with life force energy (as well 
as oxygen) bringing new vitality into your energy system. As you pour in this new 
energy through the breath, it brings to the surface then shakes loose and expels the 
outdated, toxic energy that you’re ready to release.  
 
In the example above, my client was breathing when I asked her that question. Her 
breathing had brought the limiting belief to the surface where it was obvious to me. 
Because she had been living inside this belief for so long it still seemed true to her – 
“just the way life is.” When I posed the question, even though an inner voice inside 
rejected what I said, the practice and her willingness enabled her to breathe that belief 
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out of her body – at least that layer of it.   
 
Beliefs come in layers, like the proverbial onion. That particular layer was gone for 
good. The proof came in that she now experiences far greater ease and joy in her 
life—and you can, too.  By releasing outdated beliefs, you can begin to pull the plug on 
unwanted, repetitive patterns, create more flow in your energy system, and more 
freedom of choice in your life.
 
When I was doing my breathwork training, I had a deep belief – I think from when I 
was being born – that “I can’t trust those I came here to be with.” That phrase popped 
into my awareness while I was breathing, and I had been feeling kind of agitated in the 
training without knowing why. When that belief – we call it a decision – came into my 
awareness initially I felt the pain of it. Ouch!! Then as I kept breathing and with support 
from another breathworker, I felt the energy of that belief move and I experienced a 
huge opening in my heart.  
 
I wish I could say that belief was and is entirely gone, but it isn’t. I had released 
that layer, and over time I’ve released more and more of it. Importantly, knowing that I 
had this belief, this decision I’d made about relationships and people I love at the 
earliest possible time, I am no longer at the mercy of it. If something comes up and I 
start to feel left out or not understood or betrayed, I know to pause, breathe, and take 
some time to differentiate between the old hurt and the current situation. Now I am no 
longer controlled by that outdated belief and I am able to move the hurt associated 
with it very quickly.  
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Key 3: Feel Your Emotions 
 

Ø  Do you find that repetitive patterns 
are often emotionally charged?  

Ø  Does it seem that your emotional 
response to a certain situation exceeds 
what is happening at that moment?  

Ø Would you like greater clarity about 
what’s happening inside of you, greater 
understanding about the source of the 
triggers?   

Ø Would you like relief from emotional 
patterns and perceptions you may have experienced over and over again? 

 
It wasn’t safe to express your feelings. 
 
Most of us learned to suppress our emotions because it wasn’t safe to express 
ourselves in our families and the environments in which we grew up.  Sometimes this 
was the case with any feelings at all, either joy or sorrow or anger.  At others it was 
when our feelings went against the beliefs and desires of the adults who had 
authority.  Many adults are uncomfortable with strong emotions of any kind, and in an 
attempt to not feel that discomfort they teach children to hold in their emotions (“shut 
up,” “don’t cry,” “why are you so happy?”, “there’s nothing to be afraid of,” “go to your 
room,” “don’t toot your own horn”). 
 
You may have felt fear, shock or shame because of how you were spoken to or 
treated, and then guilty or worried because of the intensity of your emotions. Fear, 
shock, shame, guilt and worry are particularly painful emotions that tend to get stuck in 
your energy system. We live in an emotionally dysfunctional culture, and few of us 
were given tools and support, much less training, in how to be with and express our 
emotions in healthy ways, especially the sticky and difficult ones.  (Fortunately things 
are changing, at least in some families. But those of us not so fortunate have our own 
healing to do.) 
 
Suppressed emotions don’t go away, they just go deeper. 
 
If you stuffed your emotions in an attempt to be loved, accepted, and safe, those 
emotions are still with you. They are lodged deep inside your energy system as stuck 
energy.  Emotions are very powerful, and it takes a lot of energy to keep them 
suppressed. If you’re feeling tired, listless, or without vitality to fully enjoy your life, it 
may be that the (typically unconscious) effort you are making to keep your emotions 
suppressed is draining your life force. Moving that stuck energy will help free up your 
energy so you will feel more alive—in this moment—not stuck unconsciously relating 
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to a situation in the past that you haven’t digested. 
 

In Human Design, the energy center 
called the Emotional Solar Plexis is 
one of four powerful motors in the 
body. Potent creative and emotional 
energy resides here. I’ve done readings 
for many people who have this center 
“defined”, which means that they have 
ongoing ready, reliable access to this 
energy. EXCEPT that many people reject 
and suppress this energy because they 
deem emotions unsafe or unacceptable.  
 
Because this center is a power center 

inside the body, an engine if you will, it takes a lot of energy to push or suppress 
it. Think about it. You’ve got an energy center inside of you that is continually 
generating potent creative and emotional energy and you’re trying to put a lid on it! 
Not only is this exhausting, it creates energetic dissonance that’s uncomfortable both 
for the person doing it and for the people around them without any of even knowing 
why. 
 
Welcome your emotions. 
 
Because most of us learned to distrust and suppress our emotions, it can seem 
scary and unsafe to begin to feel them again. Emotions are powerful, and a 
common fear is that once “unleashed” emotions will take over your life.  If you listen 
carefully, you can hear the limiting beliefs of parents and schoolteachers echoing this 
fear: children need to be controlled. While this is an understandable to some degree, I 
say as a parent, this is not a very functional or healthy approach to emotions (and 
children!). 
 
Emotions are a gift of being human, our beautiful and amazing ability to feel so 
many different ways. The more you open to feeling what’s inside you, the deeper you 
can feel everything, and the easier and more smoothly your emotions will move.  When 
you’re open and relaxed, your emotions flow freely.  Watch a young child and you may 
see joy, sorrow, desperation, and delight, all fully expressed in a period of a few 
minutes.  As you allow your emotions to flow through you, you will feel more alive, 
more free, and experience more gratitude for being here in this body, on the planet, 
right now. 
 
Of course we do need to learn to manage and contain our emotions as they really 
are powerful. I’m not suggesting that we walk around emotionally unregulated, 
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throwing our energy around without awareness about how it affects other people (like 
a child). Managing and knowing when and how to contain and when to express our 
emotions are hallmarks of emotional intelligence. All of this becomes easier when we 
stop suppressing and start appreciating and learning to work with our potent 
emotions. Clarity Breathwork can help you do just that.  
 
Some times I hear clients say, “I don’t want to feel sad, I just want to feel happy.” 
This thought comes from believing that sadness is painful or distressing.  My 
experience is that there can be sweetness in the sadness when it’s pure and not 
merged with judging oneself or others. There’s a depth to sadness that feels real and 
can bring vitality. It’s when sadness is infused with guilt, shame, anger, fear or worry 
that it becomes painful to experience. And it’s not actually possible to jettison some 
emotions—like sadness or longing—and just feel the ones you find acceptable—like 
joy and bliss.  All of these feelings are energy in motion and you can’t just suppress 
some and not others.   
 
Take a few deep, connected breaths. Allow your mind to soften, your thinking to 
slow down, and your awareness to expand. Take a few more deep breaths, and 
notice how you feel. What does your body feel like, what emotions are you 
experiencing? What comes up for you as you go inside and connect with what’s going 
on in there? Allow yourself to feel whatever presents itself without judging it or trying 
to change it. Just notice, allow and feel. Do this again later and notice how your 
feelings have changed. 
 
Create aliveness by connecting your feelings with your needs.  
 
Deeper below the limiting beliefs and painful emotions lies a river of feelings that 
moves easily. Connecting with your deeper needs guides you to these flowing, more 
enlivening feelings. Of course most of us were raised to believe that our needs don’t 
matter, at least as much as those of the adults in our lives. Now as adults it can be 
difficult to even know what we need. Ironic, huh?  All the more reason to explore inside: 
what am I actually feeling, and what do I really need? 
 
Non-Violent Communication (NVC) provides powerful teachings in how to identify 
and connect with our feelings and needs. This is a great practice to dig deeper into if 
you feel really disconnected from your feelings and needs, and/or you want to better 
understand how to do this with others. In this system, your “needs” aren’t only about 
what you need to survive, although sometimes it feels that way. Needs also include 
what you value most, what makes you feel alive, that which makes life worth living. For 
example, NVC recognizes your needs for connection, for empathy, for being heard, for 
supporting others, and for mattering.  
 
Taking this a step father, I consider some of these needs to also be soul 
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qualities—like contribution, peace, beauty, self expression, responsibility, pleasure, 
creativity, belonging, sovereignty. Nourish yourself from the soul level by connecting 
with the life force energy of these higher qualities. 
 
What are some of the needs/qualities that are most important to you? How do 
you feel when you drop inside and feel their energy?  How are you cultivating them in 
your life? 
 
In the next secion, we’ll explore connecting with source energy and the soul level— 
where it all comes together! 
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Key 4: Connect with Source Energy 
 

ü Would you like a way to create lasting change in your life?   
ü Do you want a bigger picture of your life, a clearer sense of purpose?   
ü Would you like to make a meaningful contribution to the world?  
ü Do you long to feel more connected to a deeper, truer, more authentic sense of 

who you are? 
ü Are you seeking guidance about your highest path?   

 
Practicing deep, continuous, circular breathing creates an expanded state of 
awareness in which you may experience a deeper, stronger connection to your own 
soul essence. Herein lie the answers to what you seek. 
 
Breathing opens a portal to your 
subconscious mind. 
 
After just a few minutes of connected breathing, 
your experience of your body, the room you are in, 
your emotions, and your thoughts, will begin to 
shift. You may feel tingling, lightness of being, or a 
sense of expansion. Or you may feel some 
trembling, quivering, little jerks in some of your 
muscles or contractions and even discomfort in 
certain areas. As energy begins to move, these little 
movements in odd places indicate tension releasing 
and stuck places beginning to melt.  
 
The breath also opens a portal between your 
conscious and subconscious mind, allowing what’s 
been lodged deep within to come to the surface. 
Sometimes suppressed emotions and limiting 
thoughts come to the surface so they can be felt, 
understood, and released.  The unmet needs that lie underneath suppressed emotions 
and limiting thoughts may then be revealed. Connecting with these unmet needs 
brings a new state of consciousness, a greater aliveness.  With Clarity Breathwork this 
process is gentle, efficient and effective. Very often after a release of energy and/or 
emotions, you will experience your perspective broadening along with expansive bliss. 
 
You are a powerful Co-Creator. 
 
We all are individual centers of consciousness within the one life, within 
the All That Is, the Divine. As such, each of us creates our own experience with spirit –
there is no separation. We create with the thoughts that we believe are true and that 
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we energize with our emotions. Some experiences remain forever mysterious, arising 
perhaps from our role in the larger plan cosmic, yet not to be understood or known in 
this lifetime. Yet we do have the ability to command much of our experience through 
consciously and purposefully directing our attention – where consciousness goes, 
energy flows.  
 
By opening a portal to your subconscious, breathwork makes it possible to more 
deeply experience yourself as a powerful creator.  As your inner story reveals itself 
in the light of your breath, connections between your experiences and what you’ve held 
to be true emerge into your consciousness. In this new light, you can become more 
accepting, and judgment tends to drop away.  The struggle with the past dissolves in 
the context of greater understanding.  
 
“Oh! I get it now, I see. I see it all,” you may exclaim as a whole chain of linked events 
comes into focus for the first time. As the true cause becomes clear – often a decision 
you made as a young person about how to make your way through a difficult situation – 
your role becomes clear, and change begins as you take responsibility for your life on a 
whole new level.  
 
Awareness, not blame, is our purpose and intent. Taking responsibility for you part 
does not mean that you are bad and wrong for seeing the world in a certain way as a 
young person, and devising a way deal with confusing or challenging situations. You’re 
intelligent, and no doubt you did the best you could as a child with limited life 
experience and limited options. You interpreted your world based on the little that you 
knew. You created strategies that to you did feel like ways to survive, and they probably 
were.  
 
For example, a little girl who grew up with an angry father may have decided that 
(1) men are scary and can’t be trusted, and (2) I better make sure I’m in charge in any 
relationship with a man. This little girl might then grow up to be a woman who chooses 
men she can dominate in her love life and at work, only to be frustrated by how men 
show up for her. In this case, she could discover that these decisions she made as a 
young girl, which might have helped her when she was younger, are now inhibiting her 
from having the kind of deep, fulfilling and intimate relationship with an equal that she 
longs for.  
 
She can take responsibility for her part in creating the unsatisfying relationships 
she’s experienced, and stop blaming the men for being how they are, then make new 
choices. Working with her beliefs, emotions and energy with the breath, she can release 
this pattern, revise her beliefs about men, and open herself up to new possibilities, and 
new relationships.  
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Breathing connects you to the Soul Level. 
 
Breathing literally brings spirit into form, keeping your spirit alive in your body. 
Breathwork as a spiritual practice grants you access to your sense of self as spirit in 
human form.  Your soul understands your journey through the lifetimes, what your 
lessons and blessings are, what you’ve come to learn, and what your purpose is. Your 
personality—the you who you know as you—is animated by and always connected to 
your soul, yet the access may not always be clear. When you are busy managing 
suppressed and painful emotions, judgments, and limiting beliefs, it may be difficult to 
feel that soul connection. 
 
As breathing deeply and continuously releases unwanted patterns from outdated 
beliefs and stuck emotions, a path opens for you to the soul level. You don’t have 
to know what your soul “is,” or understand what this means—the soul level is beyond 
the grasp of your thinking mind. Nevertheless, through breathwork you can open to 
this plane of reality and experience its benefits.  Within the sheath of your soul or your 
higher self, your personality can relax its defenses, surrender to a greater wisdom, and 
open to a bigger, more evolved understanding of your life and who you are. 
 

 
 
 
From the soul level, you may receive guidance about your next steps, about a 
transition you’ve been considering, about relationship issues, or a career change.  You 
may gain insight about how what had appeared to be unrelated experiences now add 
up as themes or threads, showing you what you are learning in this life.  You may also 
feel a deep sense of acceptance for your journey and all that you’ve been through. You 
may experience love and energy pouring into you from your soul and your guides. 
Information, decisions, and learnings from other lifetimes may become apparent.  You 
may have a deep sense of well-being, or a profound sense of possibility.  States of 
great expansion and bliss are common. 
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Your intention is key. 
 

“What will you do with your one wild precious life?”  --Mary Oliver 
 
Take a few full, connected breaths, and ask yourself:   
 

ü What am I wanting most right now?   
ü  What are the most significant questions or issues I am facing, that I would like 

support around?  
 
Take a few more breaths, and go deeper inside.  Ask again:   
 

ü  What do I value most, what really matters to me?  
ü What do I really want?   
ü What do I really want?  
ü Where do I intend to direct my energy, to use my creative power? 

 
Connecting with your deepest needs and desires—your soul qualities—connects 
you with your aliveness, your reason for being.  
 
Do you intend to live near the surface, managing?  Or do you want to dive deeper, to 
know what’s truly inside of you, to experience your soul essence?  
 
If you want to go deeper, learn to use your breath to free your life.
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Key 5: Experience Clarity Breathwork 
 
So now you get to try it! Ideally read this before you listen to the accompanying audio 
as this includes instructions on how to set yourself up for an optimal experience, and the 
breathing technique itself. 
 
Setting up your session. 
 
Set aside some time when you won’t 
be interrupted.  The audio includes a 
guided breathwork session that’s about 
10 minutes. You may well want a little 
more time to fully experience the 
process, and once you get going you 
may want to keep breathing for awhile.  
After you’ve listened to the session a 
few times you will get a sense of how 
much time you’ll really want—and it 
may be different on different days. 
 
Create an intention and have a pen & paper handy.  What would you like to release, 
transform, gain insight about, or create for yourself?  You might want to have a pen and 
paper or journal handy so you can write down any insights, ideas or messages that 
come to you when you’re breathing. 
 
Find a comfortable position. For this 10-minute session I recommend that you sit up. 
If you feel strongly the desire to lie down, experiment with that. I suggest sitting up as 
this position will give you feedback about your breath. Sitting up also will keep you 
more alert, and sometimes breathers (especially ones new to the practice ☺) 
have a tendency to drift off as they start to relax. I suggest sitting on the edge of a 
chair, or with your back supported. It’s important that you feel comfortable so you can 
relax and not be distracted by your posture. 
 
Stay alert. A key point for your breathing is to find the balance between relaxing your 
body, softening your mind and thoughts, focusing on your breath, noticing how you 
feel, and staying alert. As with meditation, some times when you shift your state you 
may find yourself feeling sleepy and/or going unconscious. There are many reasons 
for this—that’s a topic for a whole e-course in itself! Let me just say here that you want 
to be as alert as possible and sitting up will facilitate that. 
 
It’s your session. Listen to the guidance, use what is useful and leave the rest.  You 
can stop the recording at any time, continue to breathe, work with whatever is coming 
up, then start the recording again when you are ready.  You can also listen to the 
recording repeatedly, either in the same sitting or at different times, depending on 
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what will support you the most. Do what feels right to you. 
 
The Breath Itself 
 
Clarity Breathwork uses a circular, connected breathing pattern with a full inhale 
and a soft exhale. It’s important that the emphasis is on the inhale and that the exhale 
is soft or surrendered. There is some effort on the inhale to overcome our habits of 
shallow breathing. Yet be careful not to push the inhale too much—it’s more 
enthusiastic than forced. You want to explore where and in what ways you can gently 
increase your breathing capacity. 
 
You also want to watch for forcing the exhale, as that’s a tendency some people 
have when they begin to breathe deeply. We really want the exhale to be soft.  Pushing 
the exhale forces out carbon dioxide too quickly from the body, and it creates light- 
headedness, and has other side effects, such as tightness in your hands.  If you find 
yourself pushing your exhale, ask yourself, “what am I trying to get rid of?  What am I 
pushing away?” 
 
Breathe in and out of the mouth rather than the nose.  The mouth is simply a larger 
opening and you can get more breath in and out more quickly and efficiently.  If during 
your session your experience becomes uncomfortably intense, you may shift to 
breathing in and out of the nose. (This is unlikely to happen in a 10 minute session.) 
Nose breathing is more subtle. Do not breathe in through the nose and out through the 
mouth, or vice versa as this will create an entirely different effect and inhibit your 
ability to develop an expanded state of consciousness. 
 
Connect the breath at the top of the inhale and the bottom of the exhale so there 
is never any stopping in this circle of breath.  As you breathe, fill your lungs as much as 
you can, breathing into your heart, expanding your chest.  Explore how you can 
expand your breath into the sides and back of the body, gently increasing your 
capacity.  We tend to hold a lot of tension and stuck energy in the chest, so notice how 
this feels for you. As you bring your awareness there, breathing into that area, you can 
begin to move that energy. As you increase your capacity for breath, you increase 
your capacity for life! 
 
Breathe into your heart and all the way up to the top of your head. Although you 
don’t have lungs in your head, imagining the breath going all the way up to the top of 
your head enables you to fill the upper lungs. It also supports you to activate the upper 
chakras and make your breathing more of a spiritual practice.  As you continue to 
breathe, imagine you are breathing up from the bottom of your feet to the top of your 
head, then releasing out and around, so you are breathing all the way up and around in 
a circle: full body breathing. 
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This breathing technique is not your normal breath. You will notice right away that it 
feels different. Typically when we breathe we pause at the bottom of the exhale 
and wait, and sometimes at the top after the inhale as well.  Also you are breathing 
much more deeply than you usually do. So it’s definitely different than what you are 
used to, and it’s a practice, meaning you learn it and practice, and get better at it over 
time. It takes focus and intention and it does take effort at first. 
 
What to expect from your session. 
 
This guided breathwork session is shorter than our typical sessions, which 
usually run about an hour. However even in ten minutes you will be able to get a 
sense of the expanded state of awareness that we’ve talked about.  It’s likely that you 
will experience sensations in your body, such as tingling in your hands, and/or a 
sense of energy moving or being stuck in a particular place. 
 
You may get in touch with emotions that have been under the surface or 
repetitive thoughts.  When I work with clients one-on-one we process the material 
that presents itself, seeking to go to the source and to create understanding and 
release. For you working on your own, I recommend simply holding whatever comes 
up with acceptance, curiosity, and without judgment.  
 
Be compassionate with whatever shows up. This includes your worries about “doing 
it right.” Receive what you can learn about yourself from the experience, realizing that 
breathwork does not create what you feel—it simply opens you up so you can actually 
connect with what’s going on inside. You may have very deep experiences even in 
these few minutes, or you may just feel more energy or a greater sense of well-being. 
 
I highly recommend you listen to the session at least once in a situation when you 
feel emotionally triggered. This will give you a sense of how full connected breathing 
can help you move emotional energy, understand yourself, and feel more relaxed and 
accepting. 
 
Summary: 

Ø Full inhale, soft exhale—avoid forcing the exhale. 
Ø Breathe in and out of the mouth. 
Ø Breathe into your heart, to the top of your head and around in a circle. 
Ø Relax your body and mind, notice how you feel (emotionally and in your 

body), stay alert. 
Ø Meet whatever comes with curiosity and acceptance (no judgment), and 

receive what you can learn about yourself. 
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Congratulations again! 
 
 
You have now completed this audio e-course and listened to the guided 
breathwork session at least once. I can just imagine you putting things together in 
new ways, deepening your self understanding and your self acceptance, and noticing 
how this affects the rest of your life. 
 
I salute and acknowledge your commitment to your own growth and healing.  
How do you feel now? As you look back to when you began the course, what 
differences do you notice? Look back farther, a year or two, what do you notice?  Ten 
years—wow!  
 
Take a moment to acknowledge yourself—take a deep breath (or two or three) 
and let it sink in, really sink in. 
 
The way you are cultivating yourself now will unfold in your life in ways that 
you cannot currently anticipate or understand. Keep your heart and mind open, 
your breath deep and steady, and be ready for more than you’ve yet imagined.  
What a brilliant life we lead! I look forward to continuing the journey with you. 
 
Stay tuned for new experiential products, including full-length breathwork sessions 
and guided meditations. If you are interested in working one-on-one, just send me an 
email and we’ll see what we can set up. 
 
In the meantime, I am wondering, what’s your biggest question about taking your life 
to the next level—really living as you want to live? 
 
Send me an email at Ostara@OstaraExperience.com and let me know. 

Love and blessings, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maggie Ostara, PhD 
Clarity Breathworker, Human Design Specialist, Spiritual Counselor 
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